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 Okay.  We’re gonna continue our discussion of the Sun and we’re gonna discuss 

the interior some more. 

 I was mentioning fusion reactions and we started out with this simple collision.  It’s 

simple only that when it occurs at high temperature.  It’s not simple at low temperatures.  

This collision produces a positive electron.  After the collision what you have are two 

particles, a proton and a neutron, stuck together permanently.  That particle is still 

hydrogen.  It still has one proton.  But we would refer to it as heavy hydrogen or, more 

technically, deuterium.  That deuterium can then itself have a fusion reaction.  So if we 

were to follow that particular nucleus, at some later point it might have another collision 

with another hydrogen nucleus, another proton. 

 During that collision a gamma ray would be given off immediately.  In other words, 

there’s no intermediate particle such as the positive electron.  During the collision of the 

proton and the deuterium nucleus, you would have a gamma ray being given off — that’s 

the energy — and what you would then have are two protons and one neutron stuck 

together, and that becomes a different element.  Any element that has two protons is 

called helium.  So we’ve gone from deuterium, which is a heavy form of hydrogen, to 

helium but it’s not the normal helium.  The normal helium we usually talk about has two 

protons and two neutrons.  This one only has one neutron.  So it’s sometimes referred to 

as light helium or helium 3. 

 And so you can have these multiple reactions all giving off energy.  In the case 

back here, the energy was from the positive electron that collided with a negative electron 

and turned into a photon.  Over here it’s directly into a  photon, again a gamma ray photon, 
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high energy photon.  And so you can have helium 3.  You can also have two helium 3 

nuclei.  The one that was formed here and another one that was formed in an identical set 

of reactions somewhere else.  You can have those two helium nuclei, the light helium 

nuclei, collide in another nuclear reaction in which you get helium 4, two protons and two 

neutrons.  And during the collision, two of the protons that were already part of these 

helium 3 nuclei break loose and fly away. 

 So during that collision it’s much more complicated.  You get a helium 4 nucleus 

forming, two normal helium nuclei forming again.  Now, where’s the energy in that case?  

You don’t necessarily see a gamma ray coming out here.  The energy is actually in the 

speed of these two hydrogen nuclei escaping.  They escape at very high velocity and 

carry away energy with it.  That is then a possibility for the next nuclear reaction.  Because 

if you have high speed hydrogen nuclei floating off from this reaction, they could then 

collide with another hydrogen nucleus and start all over again. 

 And so at high temperatures, these fusion reactions are going on all the time.  You 

have hydrogen nuclei colliding with each other, deuterium nuclei colliding with hydrogen 

nuclei, turning into helium 3, helium 3 colliding with helium 3, turning into helium 4, and 

high speed protons.  Notice that the end product from all of these collisions is helium 4.  

Nothing happens to the helium 4.  You don’t see any nuclear reaction with that helium 4.  

That’s because nothing will happen to helium 4 at the temperatures inside the Sun. 

 Later on we’ll talk about what does happen to helium 4 at much higher 

temperatures.  But as far as the discussion inside the Sun, that’s the end of it.  So you 

might want to say that the helium is the ashes of the nuclear reactions that begin with 
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hydrogen and end up with helium 4.  Lots of energy is produced.  Most of the energy is 

actually doing this first collision, but the rest of the energy is produced during subsequent 

collisions.  And that energy is in the form of gamma rays.  Those gamma rays are formed 

down at the center of the Sun and they slowly work their way out toward the surface. 

 Now why slowly?  Light goes very fast, right?  Gamma rays should move at the 

speed of light.  But it’s very opaque in the center of the Sun.  There are lots of electrons 

flying around, lots of nuclei.  And so when those gamma rays are given off, they are very 

quickly absorbed by particles -- electrons or nuclei — and so they don’t go very far.  They 

only go a short distance and then they’re absorbed.  And then a little while later they’re 

given off again because, as you know, electrons don’t like to hang on to their energy too 

long.  They’ll tend to give it off as well as absorb it. 

 And so these gamma rays get absorbed and given off, absorbed and given off, 

continuously and so they don’t go very far.  They move around inside the Sun and they 

just slowly work their way out, sort of like a random walk.  They’re just sort of moving 

around and eventually they move farther and farther from the center.  There are so many 

collisions with electrons and nuclei that it literally takes the energy.  If you look at one 

gamma ray being formed at the center of the Sun and you could follow that little packet of 

energy until it reaches the surface, until it becomes sunlight, it would take about a million 

years for that energy to make it all the way to the surface. 

 So gamma rays that are forming at the center of the Sun today are not powering 

the Sun today.  What we see as sunlight were gamma rays a million years ago.  And so 

the energy that’s being formed takes a long time to work its way out, but that also means 
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that it pretty well averages.  So if there’s any variations in the nuclear rate at the center of 

the Sun shouldn’t make much difference because it’s all being averaged over a million 

years anyway.  And so the Sun is quite constant.  The light output of the Sun is constant 

within one or two percent for millions and millions of years even though these nuclear 

reactions might — and I’m saying might because we don’t know if they actually do — 

change over various amounts of time. 

 Now, let me talk a little bit more about how that energy works its way out toward the 

surface.  This is a cross-sectional drawing of the Sun.  This is the center down here, the 

nuclear region.  That’s the only place in the Sun where fusion reactions are going on.  We 

need a minimum temperature of about 4 or 5 million degrees for fusion reactions to go on.  

That temperature of 4 or 5 million occurs right around the edge of this white circle.  Inside, 

toward the center of the Sun, it’s hotter.  So actually down at the center it’s close to 15 

million degrees or 15 million Kelvins. 

 So right at the center lots of fusion is going on.  As you work your way out of the 

nucleus, there’s less and less fusion going on until you reach a point, right about there, 

where the fusion isn’t happening anymore.  So it’s only happening down near the center 

of the Sun.  From that point out, the photons are just passing through.  So there’s no 

production of energy; there’s just transport of energy.  The photons are being absorbed 

and given off and absorbed and given off, slowly working their way out of the Sun. 

 And we say that these photons are moving out of the Sun by a process that is really 

just the flow of photons.  Nothing else is happening.  The matter is sitting still.  Photons 

are diffusing outward.  However, when you get out to this point where the blue turns to 
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kind of a purple or violet, what we’re indicating is that something changes inside the Sun 

at that point.  And what actually changes is that the opacity, how opaque the Sun is, 

actually gets so high there that the photons have trouble working their way through.  The 

photons are slowly diffusing outward until they get to about that level inside the sun, and 

then they can’t seem to make much headway.  They’re kind of piling up at that point 

because it’s too opaque.  The photons can’t get through. 

 And so things get a little bit unbalanced at that point because you’ve got energy 

trying to get out but it’s not being very successful.  And so all of a sudden you go from 

where the radiation, the photons are working their way out, to something else that has to 

happen to help this energy get out.  And what happens is the material itself, the actual 

atoms inside the Sun, begin to move.  They begin to churn or bubble or boil, depends on 

what term you want to use. 

 It’s sort of like what happens on a pot if you put a pot on a hot stove and the bottom 

of that pot is very hot and the top is fairly cool. Energy tries to go through the pot and so 

you get boiling.  You get the material itself moving, trying to transport the energy from the 

bottom of the pot to the top.  Well, that’s what happens in the Sun.  The only major 

difference is we’re talking about a gas here.  This is not liquid.  The Sun is gas all the way 

from the surface to the center.  And so the gas begins to churn because the photons can’t 

just pass on through.  And so the material begins to bubble up toward the surface. 

 So the energy that’s in the material gets to the surface by the material literally 

moving it to the surface.  You have hot gas moving up to the surface where it becomes 

transparent.  Once it becomes transparent at the surface, the photons are given off.  So 
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you might say it’s a help by the material actually moving the energy up to the surface 

where it can then escape as photon energy once again. 

 So you have energy being produced as photons at the center, moving all the way 

out to this point as photons with no motion of the material itself, and then right in this 

region we have motion of the material to bring the rest of the energy up to the surface.  

That motion of the material is called convection.  It’s actually how you heat most houses.  

If you have a hot region like a fireplace or a stove in one part of the room, it heats the air.  

The air then moves by the process of convection and moves the heat around the room.  

 And so you have different ways that the energy can move.  You have the radiation 

motion of energy where it’s just photons moving along, changing the position of the 

energy, or you can have the material itself move, convection.  That’s a quicker way to do 

it, actually.  Or you can have another thing that doesn’t happen very much in the Sun.  

You can have conduction.  That usually happens best in solid materials or liquid materials.  

If you have a steel rod and you put one end of the rod into a fire, after a while the other end 

gets hot.  That energy has been transported by conduction.  The material in the rod didn’t 

move, so it’s not convection.  And it’s not radiation moving.  The photons aren’t moving.  

It’s actually the molecules bumping up against each other, transporting the energy. 

 So you’ve got three different ways to do it: radiation, what’s going on in the interior 

of the Sun down near the center; convection, which is occurring in the outer region of the 

Sun; and conduction, which is pretty much not an important part of the Sun.  Once this 

material gets up to what we call the surface — and you should think about this word in a 

different way.  We tend to think about a surface as a solid surface.  The surface of the 
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Earth.  There’s a definite difference between atmosphere and ground, so we say that’s 

the surface.  The surface of the Sun is an optical surface.  In other words, it’s what we see 

that looks like a surface.  But it’s more like trying to define the surface of a cloud.  You look 

up at a cloud in the sky, you know where the cloud seems to start and where it stops.  It’s 

clear out here, it’s cloudy there.  You think of a surface of the cloud.  But if you actually got 

up close to that cloud in an airplane, you’d have a harder time telling where that surface is.  

Because it’s more clear and then more cloudy, and then finally cloudy.  There’s no real 

sharp surface.   

 It’s the same thing at the surface of the Sun.  It’s an optical surface that is very 

fuzzy because it’s not a physical surface.  It’s gas below it, it’s gas above it.  It’s just that 

place where the Sun becomes transparent.  And so when we look up at the Sun and we 

see a disk in the sky, we’re seeing the layer of gas where the Sun becomes transparent.  

And so the light comes from that surface out to us.  But it’s just like a cloud.  There’s no 

real edge, no sharp surface. 

 Above that surface, that optical surface, is the rest of the material in the 

atmosphere.  So we call the atmosphere the part of the Sun that happens to be 

transparent on the outside.  And anything that is opaque below what we call the optical 

surface we call the interior.  So it’s almost an artificial definition, interior atmosphere.  

We’re defining it as where it becomes transparent but there’s no instant physical 

difference.  Except that inside the Sun it’s denser and when you get out to the surface it 

has gotten fairly thin.  And as you continue out into the outer atmosphere, it just gets 

thinner and thinner. So it’s all gas, all the way from the center to the outer atmosphere.  
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There’s no liquid, no solid in the Sun.  Just hotter and hotter gas as you go down into the 

interior. 

 Now, here’s a similar drawing.  It’s a little bit different so I thought I’d show it to you.  

And it tells you approximately where these limits are.  The core, the region where the 

fusion is occurring, goes out about one-fourth of the radius of the Sun.  So if you want to 

think about how big that core is, it’s one-fourth the radius of the entire Sun.  To get to the 

middle of this convective region, you have to go out over 85 percent of the d istance.  Now, 

actually the radius zone starts a little bit below that, probably around 80 percent of the 

distance out, so the top 20 percent is this convective region where the material is churning 

and bringing the energy up to the surface. 

 Above that, right in here, we have the photo sphere.  The photo sphere is actually 

a fairly thin layer right at the surface of the Sun.  And if you look at the word, photo sphere 

means the light sphere.  So that is almost by definition the surface, the sphere of light.  So 

the photo sphere is the bottom layer of what we would call the atmosphere.  Directly 

above that you see these little spikes kind of sticking up in the drawing.  That’s the 

chromosphere.  And then above that these regions that stick way up, that’s the corona.  

So there are three layers in the Sun’s atmosphere that we give names to: the photo 

sphere, the bottom layer; the chromosphere, sort of an intermediate layer; and then the 

corona is all the rest, the outer region. 

 Now, you might wonder, “Well, why do we divide it up?”  We divide it up because 

the photo sphere is at the temperature we usually discuss the Sun being at.  We talk 

about the surface of the Sun being close to 6,000 Kelvins.  So that’s the temperature 
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somewhere.  That’s the temperature at the bottom of the atmosphere.  But by the time 

that you get into chromosphere that’s a little bit above that, the temperature begins to go 

up.  And so in the chromosphere the temperature might be 10 to 20,000 degrees.  When 

you get into the corona, you suddenly get into a region where the temperature is in the 

millions of degrees. 

 Remember when we discussed the layers in the Earth’s atmosphere?  We had the 

bottom troposphere, then the stratosphere.  That also had to do with temperature 

structure.  Temperature goes down as you go up through the troposphere, then it goes 

back up as you go up through the stratosphere, so there’s a temperature change.  Well, 

we have the same kind of thing on the Sun.  Down near the surface, 6,000 degrees.  Then 

it begins to get warmer as you go up into the chromosphere, 15 or 20,000 degrees.  And 

then all of a sudden the temperature shoots up and you’re into the corona, and the 

temperature is millions of degrees. 

 Now, I know that sounds backwards.  Because starting at the center, it was 15 

million degrees.  By the time you get a quarter of the way out, it’s down to about 4 million 

degrees.  That’s why we don’t have any more fusion.  And then the temperature continues 

to drop all the way out until you hit the surface.  That makes sense.  Gets cooler and 

cooler all the way to the surface.  But from the surface out, it gets hotter again and that’s 

been a problem that astronomers have tried to come to grips with for 100 years.  What is 

going on in the atmosphere that causes the outer atmosphere to be so much hotter than 

the inner atmosphere?  You would think, if you’re getting farther away from the heat 

source, it should get cooler and cooler and yet it doesn’t.  It goes the other way. 
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 There have been many theories proposed or many hypotheses.  Some of ‘em have 

turned into theories.  They have not all been totally accepted.  And the reason is, it’s a 

difficult problem.  There has to be a mechanism.  You can’t just have a million degree 

corona for no reason.  Somehow it’s gotta get hot. 

 And so astronomers have struggled with what’s going on on the surface -- we think 

that’s where it’s happening — or just above the surface that causes the atmosphere 

above it to heat up.  And the latest hypothesis is that it’s — sort of magnetic motions going 

on above the surface that is transporting energy into the outer atmosphere.  And that 

energy, as it’s transported out, gets trapped in the outer atmosphere.  And so if you have 

more and more energy trapped in some gas, the gas gets hotter and hotter.  And so 

there’s something going on in, let’s say, the chromospheric region that is transporting 

energy out.  And the best guess is it’s activity that’s going on on the Sun.  And what is that 

activity?  Well, I hinted at it.  It’s magnetic activity. 

 The magnetic activity of the Sun was evident even 400 years ago.  Galileo 

discovered sunspots.  He had no clue what sunspots were.  He first thought maybe they 

were clouds above the Sun and so they were blocking the light and so there were these 

dark spots on the Sun.  But he looked as carefully as he could when they kind of moved 

around to the edge because he saw the Sun rotating and he could see no separation 

between the spots and the surface.  So he thought, “Well, they’re not clouds above the 

surface.  Maybe there’s something on the surface.”  Kepler thought about sunspots and 

he thought, “Well, maybe they’re holes.  Maybe they’re holes into the Sun.”  But he didn’t 

know why there would be holes there.  He just was coming up with wild ideas. 
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 Well, not much was done about sunspots.  People looked at ‘em, wondered what 

they really were, but they really couldn’t understand them and so they kind of let it go.  In 

fact, about 100 years after Galileo discovered them, astronomers began to wonder what 

he was talking about.  Because a lot of astronomers would look at the Sun, around 1700, 

and they didn’t see any spots.  They’d see a perfectly clean Sun.  And so some 

astronomers thought, “Well, maybe Galileo was wrong.  You know, maybe what he saw 

weren’t really spots on the Sun.”  But there had been so many reports of spots on the Sun 

in the early 1600s that there had to be something else going on, but nobody knew what.  

They just kind of went away. 

 Well, we now refer to that period of time as the Maunder Minimum because a 

physicist named Maunder afterwards went back and looked at the historical record and 

realized that during this certain period for about 75 years or so, there were almost no 

sunspots on the Sun.  They just kind of went away.  And it was only when they came back 

that people realized that something funny had happened.  Because by the middle of the 

1700s, astronomers were seeing sunspots again so the Sun was back to the way it was 

when Galileo first looked at it. 

 But nobody did much about it.  They didn’t really want to study the sunspots very 

much until the 1800s and that’s when an astronomer named Heinrich Schwabe began to 

study the Sun.  He wasn’t even a professional astronomer.  He was a druggist or an 

apothecary.  He sold drugs in a drugstore during the day, but he had a hobby of 

astronomy.  He had a problem, though.  He had to work all day and so it was kind of tough 

for him to stay up all night doing his hobby when he had to get up early in the morning and 
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open the drugstore and run the whole thing.  And so he thought, “I’d like to become a real 

astronomer, but I don’t want to spend all night looking around for things.”  He also wanted 

to become famous as an astronomer. Now, why would he want to do that?  Well, maybe 

being a drugstore operato r wasn’t that exciting and so he wanted to do something a little 

different. 

 He knew that William Herschel had originally been an amateur astronomer and a 

professional musician, and then Herschel had discovered the planet Uranus in 1781.  And 

he became so famous, he became a professional astronomer and didn’t have to make 

money with his musical instruments anymore.  And so he changed his profession and I 

think maybe Schwabe wanted to do the same thing.  If he could discover something big, 

he wouldn’t have to work in the drugstore.  He could become a real astronomer. 

 And so he thought about how he could become well-known, famous.  And he 

thought, “Well, all I have to do is discover a planet the way Herschel did.”  Right.  

Herschel’s the only person in history to discover a planet.  So what are your chances?  

Well, actually a lot of astronomers were doing the same thing.  There was planet fever.  

Astronomers suddenly realized that if Herschel could find one planet, there might be two 

or three or ten of ‘em out there, waiting to be discovered. 

 And so it was a matter of finding them before the next guy did.  And Schwabe was 

one of the people who was looking for another planet, except he didn’t want to stay up all 

night doing it.  So he had a bright idea.  He thought, “Okay.  Everybody else is looking for 

a planet out beyond Uranus.  They’re all busy looking for Neptune and Pluto, right?”  He’s 

gonna look in the other direction.  He’s gonna look inside the orbit of Mercury.  Maybe 
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there’s a planet in closer to the Sun than anybody knows about.  

 In fact, there had been reports — 1300, 1400 — there had been odd reports of 

astronomers seeing an object that they were sure was a planet, but was not Mercury and 

not Venus because they knew where those were in the sky, but some object in near the 

Sun.  But only sporadic reports.  So Schwabe thought, “Okay.  I’m gonna discover this 

thing and prove that it exists, and I’ll become famous.” 

 And so he began to look for it.  Now, how do you look for a planet that’s in close to 

the Sun?  It’s hard enough to see the planet Mercury.  Most of you in this room probably 

have never seen the planet Mercury.  In fact, it’s suspected that Copernicus never saw 

the planet Mercury, even though he worked out its orbit and everything.  He had never 

been able to go outside and actually see it in the sky.  Why?  Because it always stays 

pretty close to the sun.  And so even when it’s visible, if you don’t get outside within an 

hour after the sun sets, Mercury is gonna set and you won’t see it.  If you don’t get out in 

the morning just before sunrise and spot it before the Sun comes up, you won’t get to see 

it.  Mercury is tough to find. 

 And so any planet that’s closer to the Sun than mercury is gonna be even tougher 

to find.  But Heinrich Schwabe also knew a trick.  He knew that every once in a while the 

planet Venus goes right across in front of the Sun.  Why?  Because all the planets go 

around in the same plain pretty much.  And so every once in a while Venus gets right 

between us and the Sun and goes across in front of the Sun.  How often does that happen?  

A couple of times a century.  Not very often.  Actually the next time it will happen is in 2004.  

So if anybody’s interested, it’s coming within a couple of years. 
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 Now, Mercury also does the same thing.  It goes across in front of the Sun every 

once in a while.  How often does that happen?  Maybe once every five years.  See, 

Mercury’s closer to the Sun so it has a greater chance of going in front of it while we’re 

looking.  Venus, couple of times a century; Mercury, every five years.  And so Schwabe 

figured, “Okay.  If there’s a planet closer in, maybe it goes across in front of the Sun every 

six months or maybe every year.” 

 So all he has to do is look at the Sun every day until he spots something going 

across in front of the Sun.  This crossing in front of the Sun is called a transit.  There are 

transits of Venus, there are transits of Mercury.  And so Schwabe was looking for transits 

of this unknown planet or undiscovered planet.  By the way, the planet already had a 

name.  Because of these sporadic observations that people thought they had made 

hundreds and hundreds of years before, astronomers had discussed the possibility that 

there might be such a planet even though they hadn’t found it and they had given it the 

tentative name of Vulcan.  So technically Schwabe was looking for Vulcan. 

 Now, he began looking around 1810.  Now, how’s he gonna do this?  Well, you’re 

looking for a planet that’s going to go across in front of the Sun some afternoon at some 

unknown time and it’s gonna take it about three hours to go across in front of the Sun.  

Maybe less.  How’re you gonna find that?  Well, he worked that out.  He worked in the 

drugstore so every sunny day at lunchtime, as soon as he was on his lunch break, he 

would go outside, set his telescope up, point it at the Sun, and look in the telescope to see 

if it was going across in front of the Sun.  In other words, he looked at it once a day, every 

day that it was sunny, to see if he could catch that planet.  He figured it was only a matter 
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of time.  He might miss two or three of ‘em.  Sooner or later it’s gonna go across in front of 

the Sun while he’s looking and he will immediately become famous for discovering Vulcan 

and being able to figure out its orbit. 

 So every day he went out and he looked at the Sun.  But he had a minor problem.  

What does Venus and Mercury look like when they go across in front of the Sun?  They 

look like a little dark spot moving across the Sun.  Because you’re looking at t he backside 

of ‘em where it’s black.  They look like sunspots.  And so he would look in at the Sun 

through his telescope and he would see spots on the Sun, but they weren’t Vulcan; they 

were just normal sunspots.  But he could tell them apart because Vulcan would be moving 

across the Sun.  And during his lunch break, he would actually see it shifting position.  

Sunspots only go around with the Sun’s rotation and that takes almost a month.  So 

during one lunch break those sunspots aren’t really gonna shift a t all. 

 So what he would do to save himself some work every day is he would start looking 

at the Sun, draw a circle, and put on that circle all the sunspots that were on the Sun.  And 

then at the end of his lunch break he would look in and he would look at all the spots to 

see if any of them moved.  And if none of them moved, it was just a bunch of sunspots and 

it wasn’t Vulcan.  So he drew a picture of the Sun every clear day, marked where every 

sunspot was and how big it was, and checked those every day to see if Vulcan was 

showing up.  He did that for 40 years.  That’s dedication. 

 He never found Vulcan.  We haven’t mentioned it in class yet, right?  He didn’t find 

it because it’s not there, as far as we can tell.  But at least he pretty well showed it was not 

gonna be there.  He looked for 40 years for that planet and found nothing.  Well, why am 
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I talking about this?  Because he discovered something else that was more important.  He 

became famous anyway.  Took him 40 years to become famous.  By that time he was 

retired and it didn’t make much difference whether he was a professional astronomer or 

not. 

 He discovered the sunspot cycle.  What that is is that the number of sunspots 

changes over time.  If you look at the Sun today, just go outside and look at the Sun, look 

at its surface and see how many spots are on it, you might see five, ten spots if you’re 

lucky.  You could look any day and see about the same number.  Five years from now, if 

you looked at the Sun, you probably wouldn’t see any spots at all.  You could look almost 

every day and you wouldn’t see any.  There are some times when there are lots of spots 

visible, there are other times when there aren’t any spots visible.  And what Schwabe 

realized by looking at the Sun for 40 years was that this was a cyclical thing.  Every 11 

years there are lots of sunspots.  But in-between, the five or six years in-between each 11 

years, there are essentially no spots at all.  They go away. 

 Well, if you didn’t look at the Sun for at least 20 years or so, you would not notice 

this.  And he had 40 years worth of data.  So instead of publishing his article to become 

famous on discovery of the planet Vulcan, he published his article on discovery of the 

cycle of sunspots.  So around 1850, all of a sudden astronomers knew something was 

going on on the Sun that was interesting.  Spots were around and then they disappeared.  

Then they were around and then they disappeared.  And they did this about every 11 

years. 

 Now, we’ve been looking at sunspots ever since and this is what the cycle looks 
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like for the last 100 years or so.  Keep in mind that he started around 1810.  This graph 

only shows from about 1890.  But if we were to count the number of spots on the Sun — 

let’s say every week — total number of spots you saw during the week and you plot it on 

a graph, at some times between 1890 and 1900, for example, what you would find is that 

there was a maximum number of sunspots.  In other words, .2 percent of the Sun was 

covered with spots and most of them occurred around 1894, 1895.  But if you had looked 

at the Sun around 1903, you wouldn’t have seen anything. 

 And that repeats so that you have another bunch of sunspots around 1904, maybe, 

and then there’s another decrease, and here’s 1920, 1930, 1940, 1950, and so on, all the 

way up to — this graph only goes up to 1990.  But you can see that this thing repeats 

about every 11 years.  It’s not a perfect repetition.  This is not lockstep like a clock.  You’ll 

notice that sometimes, even though you may have a lot of sunspots, you have more 

sunspots during some other cycle. 

 Notice that the cycle that occurred and peaked around 1957 seems to have been a 

record.  In fact, it hasn’t been equaled right to today.  There were a tremendous number of 

sunspots visible in the 1950s.  Why?  We’re not quite sure.  But the cycle repeats, but it 

does not repeat exactly.  It just repeats sort of. 

 Now, what does it look like for the last 10 years or so?  This is the present sunspot 

cycle that we’re in and it’s plotted from about 1995 up to 2006.  Of course we’re not that 

far along, but we’re now getting good at predicting that, you know, if it happens every 11 

years, it’s pretty much gonna go away around 2006.  So on this graph you can see how 

many sunspots have been observed up to the present time. 
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 Notice that it peaked in 2001.  Except that astronomers are now wondering if this 

particular cycle has a double peak.  Because you can see that it kind of peaked and went 

down, and then it peaked again right at the end of 2001 and beginning of 2002.  So maybe 

the cycle is not even that simple where it peaks once and then goes down.  There seems 

to be some sort of double peak here.   

 So we’re near the maximum of the sunspot cycle.  That’s why I could say if you 

went outside and looked at the Sun today you’d probably see quite a few sunspots.  That 

will be the case for the next couple of years.  But by 2006, don’t expect to see many 

because they’ll go away.  And this was all discovered by Heinrich Schwabe, by looking at 

the Sun and literally drawing the number of sunspots day after day, week after week, year 

after year, when he had no interest in sunspots.  He was looking for a planet.  But after 40 

years he hadn’t found a planet.  He figured he might as well do something with what he 

had and so he discovered the sunspot cycle. 

 Tomorrow we’ll discuss what causes it. 

 


